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Learners Feedback 
 

.स.ं           अ यतेणॄां ित प दः / Feedback from the learners 
1.  I'm Manjushree Hegde, Assistant Professor, Amrita Vishwa Vidyapeetham, Tamil Nadu studying in 

second year, Acharya (Sahitya) through Sringeri Swadhyaya Kendra of  Mukta Swadhyaya Peetham. 
 
I wish to express my extreme satisfaction regarding the course.  
 
1.    The quality of the study material was excellent - very lucid explanations with pertinent examples, 

useful for every student. 

2.    The support system of Shringeri Swadhyayakendram was extremely efficient - regular contact through 
whatsapp study group and emails, quick response on phone calls, very helpful and supportive. 

3.      Very useful audio lessons recorded for the syllabus. Very clear explanations, excellent pedagogy.  

4.    There was always immediate response to phone calls and queries, and effective measures were taken 
to remedy any problems.  

5.    Very good guest house-rooms were provided during the examinations complete with generators (for 
power-cuts). It was provided entirely free of cost. We had a very good experience. 

 
Overall, I would give my best opinion and endorsement to the Mukta SwadhyaayaPeetha of Shringeri.  
 
Manjushree 
Assistant Professor,  
Amrita Vishwa Vidyapeetham,  
Tamil Nadu  
Ref. Email dated - Sep 22, 2018, 11:02 AM 

2.  
1.     Quality of study material is very good. Easy to go through.  

2.     Swadhyakendra's support is  very much convenient and helpful. 

3.     Audio and video were equally useful. To for that.  

4.     The support which was given in each and every criteria is totally worth using.  
 
Thanking you for the support. 
  
N. Kiranmayee 
Pravachanakarta, 
Hyderabad. 
sunrays.kp@gmail.com 
Ref.-  email dated - Sat, Sep 22, 2018, 8:41 AM 

3.  
1. Quality of Study Material -   

          Excellent.  Designed to follow easily. 

2. Students Support services by Sringeri Swadhyaya Kendra –  

          Excellent.  Good Team that answers our doubts and requirements promptly. 

3. Whether Audio or Video lessons were useful to you –  

         Yes.  It is.  Videos are very useful. 

4. The Quality of contact classes / doubt clearing telephonic sessions / any other informative services  - 

         The Quality of contact classes / doubt clearing telephonic sessions / any other informative services. 

5. Accommodation facilities etc. availed during exams / contact sessions  - 

          Excellent. Free Accommodation provided with excellent facilities to study and attend the exams peacefully.  Very nice 
campus. 
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6. Any other views regarding the course –  

          I suggest more specializations like : Vedas, Mimamsa, Dharma Shatras, Adhvaitha Vedanta etc that are available for 
regular students can be added to the Distance Education mode which will help students greatly to study and 
professionalize their career. 

 
NAME :R. RATHAKRISHNAN 
REGISTRATION NUMBER : MSP-420356794 
COURSE :ACHARYA SETHU – VYAKARANAM 
Ref.-  email dated - Sat, Sep 22, 2018, 8:54 AM 

4.  
1. Quality of study material is Very Good  

2. Students support services by Sringeri Swadhyayakendra  V.Good  

3. Excellent Audio and vedio lessons. 

4.    The quality of contact classes/ doubt clearing telephonic sessions/ any other informative services yes 
it's always cleaning our doubt very well. 

5.      Accommodation facilities etc. availed during exams/ contact session yes  
 
Soma Prakash Arya    
TGT -Hindi Teacher   
TIPS - Karur  Tamilnadu    
COURSE NAME - ACHARYA II YEAR  
Ref.-  email dated - Sep 22, 2018, 9:11 AM 

5.  
1. I passed Prak Shastri , Sethu Exam conducted recently. The study material provided by MSP, Sringeri along 

with the video/audios was excellent. 

2. Student support services provided by Sringeri Swadhyaya Kendra were 
very good & efficient. 

3. Audio & Video lessons were very useful, specially for improving 
Sanskrit grammar & conversational skills etc. 

4. The quality of contact classes was very high. They were well scheduled & organized. Shri Subramaniam who 
conducted the contact classes was very good. His teaching was excellent. He was very patient and very helpful 
in clarifying any doubts.  

5. Facilities during examinations were  very good. 

6. Overall structuring and conducting of the course is very good, highly educative & a happy Sanskrit learning 
experience. 

 
Thanking you, 
With regards, 
 
- B. Panduranga Rao 
Ref. - Email dated -  Sep 22, 2018, 10:28 AM 

6.  
1. Quality of study material - 

Answer :  quite sufficient 

2. Students support services by Sringeri Swadhyaya Kendra -  
Answer :  quite sufficient 

3. Whether Audio or video lessons were useful to you? 
Answer :  these lessons were well structured and useful. 

4. 4. The quality of contact classes/ doubt clearing telephonic sessions/ any other informative services - 
Answer :  it was more of personal concern shown by the faculty, particularly Sri Subrahmanyam sir,  
that made us very comfortable in the language environment. 

5. Accommodation  facilities etc. Availed during exams/ contact session -  
Answer :  quite sufficient. 

6. Any other views regarding the course. 
Answer :   the length of contact classes may be considered for an upward revision.  This would 
ensure further clarification and confidence building. 
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N.V.ANANTHA KRISHNA, 
Advocate, 
Plot NO. 80, Sri Sai nagar, 
Road No.4, Opp. Sri Saibaba Temple, 
Nagole Post, Hyderabad 500 068 
Phone: 9246531895 
Ref. - email dated - Sep 22, 2018, 9:59 AM 

7.  I am Jagannath Laxman Desai, a student of MSP Shringeri for last 05 years. I joined MSP as a student of 
Shastri Bridge Course, completed Shastri and First year of Acharya under able Guidance of teachers here. 
My opinion about teaching and facilities here are as below: 
 

1)     Quality of Study Material:    Excellent 

2)     Student support services by SS Kendra:   Very Good 

3)     Usefulness of Audio Video lessons:    Very much useful. 

4)     Quality of Contact classes/Doubt clearing:   Very good and prompt. 

5)     Accommodation facility during exam/ contact class:    excellent 

6)   General view about the course: Courses are very good, well planned, well executed and enrich the 
knowledge of students. 

 
JAGANNATH DESAI 
Railway employee  
Bangalore  
Ref. -  email dated - Sep 22, 2018, 9:33 AM 

8.  
I completed My masters degree (Acharya (M.A) in Sahitya Shastra ) through  Rashtriya Sanskrit 
Sansthan's Mukta SwadhyayaPeetha. 

and after finishing this course I got opportunity to Teach Sanskrit in Ayurvedic medical college. So now I 
am a assistant professor in 

T.M.A.E.S Ayurvedic Medical college. Samhitasiddantand Sanskrit Dipartment, Sanklapura. 
Kariganoorpost. Hosapete. Bellary  Dist. 

583201. This College is affiliated from Rajiv Gandhi health and science University Bangalore (under 
Guidelines of State and National Ayush Department). 

Mukta Swadhyayapeetha is very much helpful to all. 

Study materials are also very good. 

Through MSP we can improve our knowledge as well as Qualifications. 
 
- Saraswati G Bhat. 
Asst professor.Dept of Samhita Siddanta and Sanakrit. 
T.M.A.E.S Ayurvedic medical college. 
Hosapete.Bellarydist.Karnataka. 
-9481115913 
Ref. -  Email dated – Nov. 15, 2019 

9.  
Dear respected sir,... 
your efforts and methods are exceptionally good  ..but I could not make use of the opportunity, owing to 
some personal diversions. . 
If at all any opportunity comes next year,  hope I can make use them effectively.  
Any how, thank you very much  sir.. 
A.RAMAKRISHNARAO  
Engineer-in-chief (retd.) 
Irrigation dept.  
Telangana State.  
Ref. - email -  Sat, Sep 22, 2018, 9:17 AM 
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10.  
Dear Sir, 
I am Krishnamoorthy Narayanan, student of Shastri Second Year, doing via Mukta Swadhyaya Peetham 
Sringeri Campus. This is my experience with Mukta Swadhyaya Peetham for the past 4 years. I got 
Enrolled in Shastri Bridge Course in the year 2016. It was a turning point in my life. It was my first step to 
Sanskrit Learning. I was a new beginner in sanskrit learning and I was very weak in Sanskrit. I had a fear 
whether I would learn Sanskrit or not, and whether in my life i would speak Sanskrit because I come from 
a family who are very much not familiar with the language  but Mukta SwadhyayaPeetham helped me. 
The 
Prathama Deeksha and dweetyadeeksha books very useful. It helped me improve my Sanskrit Speaking 
and reading and writing skills. My mentor was Shri. Venkatesh Moorthy Sir,(co-ordinator Sringeri 
Campus), who instilled confidence in me and helped me improve my Sanskrit knowledge. Mukta 
Swadhyaya Peetham books have been very helpful to me. The books of MSP was only the  sole reason due 
to which my Sanskrit quality ( reading, writing and also pronunciation quality ) increased. The Knowledge 
which i got from MSP books has helped me a lot. Now fromthe beginning I have improved a lot. Books 
are the best. It is very Easy to understand for a layman to understand. The contact classes arranged were 
the best. It really helped me a lot. The professors were very patient and calm, and taught me marviously. 
Now I have enrolled for Shastri 2nd year course, and now I Live in Sringeri  mainly for  studying. 
Previously I used to live in Bangalore, and i faced a lot of problems, because there were only few teachers 
who knew Sanskrit. But after coming to Sringeri, I have better accessibility to meet the professors and 
interact with the professors. I recommend, if any one wants to study Sanskrit, then take a course provided 
by MSP. They are very helpful. MSP is the best distance learning programme for learning 
Sanskrit. It is the best and will always remain the best. It lets me allow to study by my own pace. I can 
concentrate more on my studies as the exams are held on term-end basis. I only suggest that for 
Jyothisham please make the study material short. Mainly Keshaveeyjatakapaddthi (Shastri 2nd year ). It is 
a bit lengthy. ; 
Please try to reduce the size of the course, or pls arrange some audio or video classes. 
Thanking you 
 

Your's Sincerely 
Krishnamoorthy N 

11.  
I am Y.Usha, Working as Superintendent, in Forest Dept.Saifabad, Hyderabad. I had Joined in Sashtri 
bridge course conducted By Srungeri Mukta swadhyayaPeetham, Srungeri The course was highly useful in 
acquiring basic fundamentals of  Sanskritlanguage.The study material for the contact classes were very 
much helpful in achieving decent marks. The course was thoroughly enjoyable. I proudly recommend this 
course for Sanskrit lovers.. 

I thank all the administrative and teaching staff for conducting  the exams excellently  and smoothly..I 
express my sincere gratitude for the facilities provided  by the MSP and Academy for all the students 
during the course, and exams .. 

With regards  
 
Y.Usha 
Superintendent, 
Forest Dept.,Saifabad,  
Hyderabad. 
Ref. -  email -  Sep 22, 2018, 9:58 AM 

Note – 1.  The above mentioned responses / feedbacks were sent by the learners through emails. 

            2.  During session wise feedback mechanism is set up by HQ of MSP through Google form.   

           (http://www.sanskrit.nic.in/msp/). Consolidated data is available at HQs. 
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